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Recurrences for irreducible and 
a puxly corn binatorial treatment. 
Kostka characters of the symmel ric FOUP are derived here in 
The characters of the symmetric group Y, considered here are the irreducible 
and the Kostka characters. The latter had their origin in the classical theory of 
symmetric functions, receiving detailed attention from Kostka from 1875 to 1919; 
they were rediscovered in the same contc.xt by Roe from 1899 to 1908. The 
history of these two independent developments of essentially the same topic is 
given by Muir [ 11, Cb. VI]. Kostka gave tattles of his coefficients up to n = 11 [S], 
and Roe gave the same tables up to n = 7 [lS]. These tables were rediscovered 
again in the context of characters of the symmetric group by Fox [5], and by 
Blaha [I], in considering applications to physics. Quite recently King and Plunkett 
[L;] have made further use of the Kostka tables in a silnilar context. A further 
instance of the significance of Kostka numbers is indicated by a recent result [4] 
which links them with Stirling numbers of the second kind, thus establishing a 
connexion betweerz representations of the symmetric group and classical enumer- 
ation problems. Tne motivation for the present paper lies in this combinatorial 
connexion. The numbers which arise in the irreducible and Kostka characters are 
here defined independelrtly of their origin I in character theory and symmetric 
functions, and from these ciefinitions recurrences are obtained from which the 
calculation of the numbers is remarkably sir lple. TIE recurrences are not new - 
they are embedded in the literature of their origins, but their derivation in this 
purely combirxtorial setting has some interest. 
I ~-$$ ~&$&ding wit% 8 ruw, .of AS nodes’at the bottom, the left hand e lge of the 
&agra& being vertical.. The unique skew-hook which contains 213 nodes either at 
the rig&hand end of a row or at the foot of a column (or both) forms the r,;rn of 
the (&liagram+ The rim, in general, can be broken up into lesser skew-hooks. 
~&:‘ske\+&~& ly@ in &e _A are said to ‘a-l,ut if there is, no node of “the rim 
between the last node of one and the first node of the other. A skew-hook is 
positive or negative according as the number of rows it involves is odd or even, (a 
row possibly consisting of one node only). The vertical and horizontal steps 
connecting consec=ufive nodes- in a skew-hook ;Are termed the $owas and fs~zts 
respectively. 
Throughout he paper (p) = (xi, x2, s l L , xk) will denote a partition cf n in which 
all the parts xi ate non-zero and are in some arbitrary order, which need have no 
relation to their order of magnitude. 
Take the Ferrers diagram of (Xl+ and, if possible, remove .a stew-hook of x1 
nodes from its rim so that a Ferrers diagram remains. If this is dor e in all possible 
ways we will have in general a set of diagrams of partitions of n -xX1. From the 
rim of each of these diagrams remove, if ptissible, a skew-hook oi’ x2 nodes so as 
to leave a Ferrers diagram, and do this i;, all possible ways. Continue by removing 
skew-hooks of x3,. . , I x, nodes in order from the rim of each diagram in all 
possible ways until either the process terminates at the zero partition (0), or 
terminates because we arrive at a rim which vi11 not permit the removal in the 
prescribed way of a skew-hook with the required number q of nodes. 
The set of partitions obtained from (A) in this way, using some fixed ordering of 
the parts of (p), forms a partially ordered set if we define (h’)<(P) if and only if 
(A’) is obtained from (A*) by the above process. This set is called a (x; h, p)- 
structure [3]. In the Hasse diagr: .m representing this structure an arc is assigned 
the weight + 1 or - 1 according 1~s the skew-hook whose removal defines the arc 
is positive or negative. The weight of a path between two partitions in the Hasse 
diagram is defined to be the product of the weights of the arcs which make up the 
path. We are concerned only with paths composed of arcs which proceed from a 
partition to a lesser partition of the structure. 
~~~~ 3.1. In a (x; A, p)-structure the sum of the weights of all paths from (A) 
to (‘0) is called the &i-number xi. 
xi is the same for all permutations of rhe parts uf (p). 
* Let (p’) be obtained from (p) by interchp,nging xi and x~+~. Obviously we 
need Xi # Xl +*s We will refer to tke (x; A, p)- and the (x; A, p’)- 
l ltz p’-structure i-es 
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If(u)isapartitionof rr-x1--x,-a..--- Xi--l obtain4 irom (A) by one or more 
paths in the p-structure, it will be reached ial precisely the same: way in the 
p’-structure. 
Suppose there is a path from (0) to a partition (0’) obtained by removing an x, 
skew-hook from the rim of (w), and a path from (0’) to (w”) obtained by 
removing an x i+l skew-hook from the rim of (4). T’here are three possibilities fo; 
the relative positions of the Xi and Xi+! skew-hooks: 
(i) The Xi and Xi+1 skew-hooks are separated on the rim of (~0) by at least one 
node. 
For a given (w) and (0”) there will be only one way of positioning the xi and 
x1+* skew-hooks on the rim of (0) so as to produce (w”) by their removal. One 
will arrive at (d’) in two stages, whichever skew-hook is removed first, and the 
weights of the alternative pilths, ow in the p-structure, the other in the p - 
structure, are the same. 
(ii) The Xi and Xi + 1 skew-hooks abvt on the rim of (M). 
The two skew-hooks together make up a skew-hook s. If the xi skew-hook, 
regarded as the first to be removed, forms the upper part of s, the xi+1 skew-hook 
below it cannot be removed first since the last of the Xi nodes will lie in the same 
flat of s as the first of !he Xi+ 1 node:. The number of rows involved in the two 
skew-hooks taken separately is one more than the number m of rows of s. Hence 
the weight of the path from (w) to (w”) in the p-structure is (- I)m+‘. 
if the shape of s is such 5% it is possible to take an Xi+* skew-hook from the 
upper part of s, followed b;* sn Xi skew-hook, then the Xi skew-hock cannot be 
removed first, and the numbL..c of rows involved in the two skew-hooks ta’r;en 
separately is still rn + 1. Hence the weight of the path from (0) to (w”) in the 
$-structure is ( - I)” + I. 
Hence for this particular shape of s, there are just wo paths from (w) to (J’), 
one in the p-structure, one in the $-structure and th;v have the same we@. 
Now suppose the xi skew-hook, regarded as the first to be removed, form.?, the 
lower part of s. Then the Xi+, skew-hook above it cannot be removed first sincr: its 
last node will be in the same down of s as the uppermost node of the x1 
skew-hook. The nt*.mber of rows of s involved in the two skew-hooks Men 
separately is m, and the weight of the path from (w) to (of’) in the p-structure is 
(- l)‘n. 
If the shape of s is stash that it is pcxsihle to take all x, + 1 skew-hook from the 
lower part of s followed by the x, skew-hook abc>te r;t, then the x, skew-hoc)!< 
cannot be removed first. and the number of row i h dud in the two skew-ho45 
taken separately is still m and the weight of the F dtn from (w) to (cd’) in the 
$-structure is again ( - 1)“. 
Hence for this particular s e of s, there are jusi two path:, fro n (ti) to (CL)“!- 
the p-structure:, the other in the p’-structu e, and they ham tP c wnc 
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* -. J$&&~ ~s&&ther po&&ilitjr for the shape of s, that is, W&I Xi nodes can bc 
i&en kern CMI~ egd but Xi+1 nodes cannot be taken from this end. This means that 
xi no&a, can -be aken &XMII e&her end as a first step and so there axe just two 
p@tbs-frQm f&$ :$a (i#+ in the ~~strumxa, . nd none in the &stnr~e+ These two 
rpat& jti ithe &&&tire have, weights f - 1)” and (*- I)m+’ and so their net 
con~rityd3k3 t43 jy$ is zero. . 
$&&rfy there could ire a shape of s which will give just two pathsI, of net 
wei@t zero, in the p’-structure and no path in the p-~dxucture. ‘IWs covers all the 
possibifities whi& can ~,rise when the Xi and Xi+2 skew-hooks abut MI the rim of 
( 1 0. 
(iii) 7?W? Xi U?Zd Xi+1 skew -hooks ooerEap, thut is, af least one of the xi+3 nodes lies 
IV. W. of one of tke xi nudes. 
For convenience’ of description let the nodes of the Xi and xi,1 skew-hooks be 
labelled a and b respectively. Starting at ,the top of the q+r skew-hook take the 
first b which lies NW. of an a, and interchange this a-node with the b-node. The 
b-node will now necessarily be at the right-hand end of a row of the (&diagram 
and so could be the first node of a removabie skew-hook working downwards or 
to the left along the rim of the (o)-d.iagranI. Take the last b-node which is NW. 
of an a-node and interchange it with the a-node. This B-node will now necessar- 
ily be at the foot of a column of the (o)-diagram and so could be the last node of 
a skew-hook starting at some node on the rim and having ail its nodes on the rim. 
Every b-node lying between the original positions of the two transplanted 
b-nodes will lie NW. of an a-node, since the Xi.+.1 skew-hook must fotlow the flats 
and downs of the Xi skew-hook in so far as the skew-hooks overlap. If every 
B-node N.W. of an a-node is interchangbd with the u-node, one of four cases will 
arise: 
(1) If every b-node takes the place of an u-node then these q+l b-nodes now 
form a skew-hook which can be taken from the rim of the (o)-diagra.m so as to 
leave a Ferrers diagram. The Xi+i a-nodes which have taken the places of the 
b-nodes form a skew-hook whxh will abut the skew-hooks formed by any 
unmoved a-nodes, so forming a new skew-hook of Xi nodes which can be taken 
from the (&diagram only after the above set of xi-t1 b-nodes in their new 
positions has been removed. There is no change in the number of rows involved 
whether we remove the xi skew-hook first as in the p-structure, or remove the 
x I+1 skew-hook first as in the $-structure. 
(2) If every a-node takes the plact: of a b-note, the rim of the (&diagram will 
now have a skew-hook of Xi b-nodes which abuts the skew-hooks formed by any 
unchanged b-nodes, thus giving a skew-hook of xi+1 b-nodes in the rim of the 
iagram. We also tlave a skew-hook of Xi a.-ni>des which can be removed only 
after the b-nodes. ‘T E sane number of rows is ie~volved in either transition from 
/ q 4,) ,k tc, h’rL 
fro 
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of an a-node, but its last node is not. Then the N.W.-S.E. interchange of a and 
b-nodes, whenever this is possible, gives a skew-hook of b-nodes on the rim of 
(0) which will abut those b-nodes on the rim which have not been moved, and the 
abutta! will necessarily occur on a flat of the rim. This new skew-hook of X~+~ 
b-nodes will be such that it can be removed from the rim of (wj. A new 
skew-hook of xi u-nodes is formed by the abuttal, again necessarily on a flat of 
the rim, of the unmoved a-nodes and the transplanted u-nodes. This canno\ be 
removed before removal of the new skew-hook of Xi+1 b nodes. 
An abuttal of two skew-hooks on a flat means that the number of rows involved 
in the composite skew-hook is one less than the sum of the numbers of r3ws 
involved in the two separate skew-hooks, and s3 the new Xi and Xi+1 skew-hooks 
each involve one row less than the original Xi and Xi+1 skew-hooks. Hence the 
transition from (w) to (w”) in the $-structure involves two fewer rows than it does 
in the p-structure, which means that the weights of the alternative paths are the 
same. 
(4) Suppose that the last node of the Xi+1 skew-hook is N,W. of an u-node but 
the first node is not. Then, as in the previous case, the skew-hook of b-nodes 
obtained from the N.W.-S.E. interchange will abut the unaltered b-nodes on the 
rim of the (@)-diagram, but the abuttal will now occur in a down of the rim and so 
the new xi+l skew-hook of b-nodes will have one row more than the original xi+) 
skew-hook. Similarly the transplanted a-nodes abut the unmoved a -nodes, and 
the abuttal takes place in a down of the rim and so the new xi skew-hook involves 
one row more than the original Xi skew-hook. The net effect is that the weights of 
the alternative paths from ((0) to (0”) in the p-structure and p’-structure are the 
same. 
No other cases of overlapping skew-hooks can arise. Let the configuration in 
(iii) Of the Xi + Xi+1 nodes of (0) not contained in (a”) be denoted by (W/U”). Since 
q # xi+1 there is, in each of (l), (2), (3) and (4), one way only of fitting the xi and 
Xi+1 skew-hooks into (U/W”) so as to give a path from (w) to (w”) in the 
p-structure. The N.W.-S.E. transposition of a-nodes and b-nodes relates this 
path to a ilnique path of equal ..veight from (w) to (w”) in the &-structure. Again 
since X, f Xi+13 this i:; the only path from (w: to (w”) in the ($)-structure. 
Collecting the results of (i), (ii), (iii) it follows that xk = &, and since every 
permutation of x,, x2,, . . , xk is a product of trnnspositions of consecutive parts, 
xi is unaltered by any permute tion of the parts of (p). 
_i. . . 
- _ _--_ _ . _ I I Y_ 1 _ _ __A - _I . r-m 
Proof. (This; is es$~ntia!fy the .same as t&e proof given_ by King and YIUnkett [7] 
for a definitioti of Kk which is trivially different from the above.) 
Let the 4 nodes which are removed from the rim of a (&diagram to form a 
lo’)-diagram be Pabelled u, and let the xitl nodes which are removed from thle rim 
of the (&)-diagram to furm a (c/)-diagram be la. jelied b. The only possibk 
c~lumtis of -mixe tif& one #abelled node will have ant! b-node above one a-node. 
Uave any su& c~~luin;Is. unaltered. Suppose each row containing any of the 
remaining i&eIkd aodes has ma a-nodes to the right of IQ b-nodes, where either 
of ??I,, mb can be zero. &write these as m, b-nO&S to the bft Of mb a-nodes. 
This makes it possible to remove x i.el a -nocles from the rim of (o), f&owed by 
the removal of Xi b-nodes from the rim of the resulting diagram, to lx(bduce (w”). 
It follows that Kk is llnaltered by the interchange of any two consecutive parts of 
(p), and so is unaltered by any permutation of the parts. 
eorem 4.3. (4 recurrence for the Kostka mwnQen.) lf the Fevers diagrams 
ofituined from th.zt of ()I ,l by the remouai from its rrm of r nodes, no two i,rl the same 
columrz, are those of (rrl), (v,), . . . , (v,), thes 
e result is i 
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5. The use of the reurrences 
The chi-numbers are the irreducible characters cf .-P, [9, pp. 132-1341, 
[2,pp. 176175], [X2], [Is], [6,pp. 201-205‘3, and tables of these have been 
ca1icJlate.d for many values of n beyond II =G 10 originally given by Littlewood 
[9, IO]. The recurrence of Theorem 3.4 has beer known for a long time as relating 
to these characters but is usually associated with a rule of Murnaghan [1219 
w. p 
order, 
981, for dealing with S-functions whose parts are not in non-ascending 
The simpiification afforded Uy taking positive and negative skew-hooks 
Table 1. 
P 1’ I52 1*3 134 132’ I223 125 16 124 123 13? 
XP 321 21 1 -3 -1 1 1 1 0 -1 -3 0 
from the rim, though given explicitly by Nakayama in 1940 [14], and noticed by 
Hamermesh [6, p. 211) may not have been widely appreciated. 
As an example, to calculate the irreducible character xi l’or (A) = (321) we see 
that taking a node from the rim of the (h)-diagram gives (321.) and (32), and so for 
every (9) with at least one part equal to unity, 
321 
XP = xzp, + x;:(p), 
giving the result shown in Table 1. For classes with 2 as smallest part we use 
giving 
For the only class with 3 as smallest part we have 
&I = - xi’” = - 1, 
and finally ~3” is zero since a skew-hook of seven nodes cannot be taken from the 
(32 I)-diagram. 
The rt:currence of Theorem 4.3 was kr,own in some form to both Kostk? )nJ 
Roe, but as in th? case of the recurrence of Theor :m 3.4, ;; seems that Le 
simplifyng role played by removals of nodes from 4 e rim may not have been 
appreciz-ted. To illustrate the recurrence, take (A) = (421). We have 
and using the Kostka table for n I= 6, this gives the result of Table 2. For ail 
classes with 2 as smn!iest part we rse 
and the table for y1== 5, giving 
1[ should like to thank Dr S.P.O. Hunkett for some urieful comments on 8n 
earlier version of this paper. 
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